
FRICTIONLESS 
ACCESS 
CONTROL

Safely reopening your facilities for personnel and customers during these 
uncertain times requires both forward thinking and the technology to match.

INTRODUCING THE NEW HONEYWELL ETHERNET 
MODULE E083-00-10 
Allowing you to confi dently convert your current Galaxy intrusion system to a 
future-ready integrated MAXPRO Cloud solution – keeping your people and 
property safe.

By integrating technologies such as Artifi cial 
Intelligence (AI), Bluetooth and Passive Infrared 
sensors (PIR), Honeywell can help create an access 
control system that is completely touch-free.

Many workplaces and buildings use access control systems to allow authorized entry. 
Historically, this has often involved equipment which required physical interaction to 
be used—touching an access card on a card reader, opening a door by touching the 
handle, or pushing a button to exit, for example. Even riding an elevator involved calling 
the lift car and choosing a destination by pressing buttons.

SO HOW DOES IT WORK?
Frictionless access enables a building to identify an individual and allows secure, 
controlled entry with remote or contactless biometric acquisition.

Because it doesn’t need physical credentials to operate, it requires minimal visible 
infrastructure yet permits passive access for minimal impact on occupants—with the 
most accurate location awareness.
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SPECIAL PRICING FOR THE FOLLOWING PRODUCTS! 
REACH OUT TO YOUR LOCAL SALES REPRESENTATIVE FOR MORE INFORMATION ON HOLIDAY SAVINGS NOW UNTIL DECEMBER 31, 2022 

PRODUCT NUMBER DESCRIPTION

MAWAVECOMMDPI Biometric reader with multifactor authentication. Supports touchless four-finger scan, QR-code and Mifare/Desfire, 
Prox and iClass credentials

SIGMALMULTI Morpho SIGMA Lite Biometric, c + MIFARE/DESFire/NFC Reader, 3000 to 10000 Users, Upgradeable User Capacity

THE HONEYWELL
DIFFERENCE
Facial recognition, biometric and 
Bluetooth readers, passive infrared 
(PIR) motion sensors, and touch-free 
request to exit buttons all help reduce 
physical contact with frequently 
touched surfaces. 

Eliminating physical access cards or 
keypads at entryways and exits, and 
replacing it with contactless technology 
can help minimize the risk of exposure 
to contagions, improve the occupant 
experience and maintain a high level of 
security in the building.

Using IDEMIA’s award-winning 
biometric technology, users are 
able to enroll and manage biometric 
templates within Pro-Watch providing 
a truly integrated and seamless user 
experience. 

Supported devices include the latest 
from IDEMIA such as MorphoWave 
contactless fingerprint scanning 
and VisionPass facial recognition, for 
minimizing surface contact, as well as 
the SIGMA family of fingerprint readers.

Because every building may require a different suite of solutions, Honeywell’s  
Pro-Watch Integrated Security Suite platform can integrate a wide range of 
industry-leading third, party technologies and analytics to provide the ultimate 
touchless access control and visitor management. 

Ask us how you can leverage your system and take advantage of our relationships 
to create the best solution for your building.


